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Over the years, television technology has undergone massive improvements. Television sets, which
adorn modern households, have outsmarted their predecessors by every measurable parameter.
The kind of TV sets manufactured when the technology was still in a nascent stage has become
extinct now. The initial TV sets carried convex screens- another major trait, which is no longer there.
Due to the screenâ€™s convex build, images therein would appear somewhat curved. With passage of
time, however, the screens have undergone tremendous modifications. Beginning in 90s,
manufacturers started coming out with TV sets having flat and semi-flat screens. The Plasma TV
followed next, thereby flagging the beginning of a new era. Domain of the rich and the wealthy
during their early days LED television and  lcd television slowly and gradually crept into the common
personâ€™s drawing room.

TV sets in earlier times used cathode ray tubes to display images. The LCD tv, on the other hand,
makes use of liquid crystal display for generating images. What you get in result is greater viewing
experience coupled with superior quality imaging. Appearance can always be considered as one of
televisionâ€™s biggest advantages. Slim and sleek, these lightweight beauties are value additions to
any modern home. In addition, to make television viewing as pleasurable as possible, top brands
have started pumping out with large screen LCD TV sets. While LCD technology continues to grow
in leaps and bounds, the led television  sets look all â€œsetâ€• to don the hat of the next big thing in the
market. While LCD and LED television may be similar to each other in a number of ways, there
remain but a few major differences.

That LED displays images with higher dynamic contrast than those produced by LCD displays is
undoubtedly a major one among them. Secondly, LED sets are much slimmer compared to their
counterparts. Eco-friendliness is another area where the LED scores above the LCD. On the flipside
though, for all the LEDs pack onto themselves, they are much expensive than the LCDs.
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For more information on a led television, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a lcd television!
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